CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

The data analysis reveals that the short story entitled “Little Annie’s Ramble” by Nathaniel Hawthorne share about the day of a little girl wandering around town. This short story telling about a five years old girl that enjoyed her life with to describes the life of the town, the wonderful toys, the delicious pastries and the exotic animals. Based on data analysis, the writer discovered the conjunction expressions are used by author which contains of the types of conjunction and the functions of conjunction. The types of conjunction which appeared are additive, adversative, causal and temporal that describes meaning of every expressions of the conjunction which they related the conjunction with some words, phrases, clause, and sentences. The conjunction expressions which appeared in the short story also employed to create positive and negative depiction or meaning that help the reader to sense atmospheres in the short story.

The expressions from the types of conjunction has different meaning based on internal or external situation. External conjunctions are concerned with construing a sequence of activities in a text. Meanwhile, internal conjunctions deals with organizing the text itself. Therefore, when the conjunctions used in the personal essay, should be connected the activities that are occurring in the actual text. Conjunctions should not be utilized to connect the discourse in and of itself.
All of the types and the functions of conjunction are interpreted based on the explanations by the writer and some theories is used by the writer to describe and clarify this study. The most important role of the types and functions of conjunction for people was make an to understanding in organizing discourse and in the social sciences. Moreover, the types of conjunction could help the people understood the logic meaning and the functions of conjunctions can help the people comprehend the whole text.

5.2 Suggestion

The writer suggests for the other researcher who wants to analyze the types and the functions of conjunction can gives more attention in other types and functions of conjunction such as coordinating conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions, and correlative conjunctions. This study can help the readers to understand more about the types and functions of conjunction and this study would be beneficial for those who wants to conduct research in the same field.